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Solution Overview 

Dell ObjectScale 
Power object workloads with enterprise-class software-defined S3 storage  

 

Highlights: 

• Enterprise-class object 

storage  

• Starts with three nodes 

and scales-out 

limitlessly 

• S3 API-compatibility for 

streamlined application 

development  

• Kubernetes-native 

containerized 

architecture 

• Global replication for 

anywhere data access 

and fault tolerance  

• Built-in data protection 

and security features 

• Intelligent workload 

sizer optimizes the 

environment   

• Custom tagging and 

search features 

• Flexible deployment 

options: as an 

application or software 

bundle (with Dell-

supported Kubernetes) 

• Supports modern and 

traditional workloads  

• ProDeploy, ProSupport 

and Data Migration 

services available from 

Dell Technologies 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cloud-native: Redefining the data center  

As organizations adopt containers and Kubernetes to run next-generation 

applications in the enterprise data center, they must also deliver a modern storage 

infrastructure that aligns the needs of developers and IT.  

This is accomplished via a cloud-native operating model which provides the ability 

to disaggregate infrastructure so compute and storage resources can be scaled 

independently to meet unique workload requirements. This capability is critical as 

massive data growth puts greater pressure on IT to deliver storage architectures 

that can support data-intensive artificial intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoT) 

and analytics apps, in addition to traditional workloads at scale.  

As containers and Kubernetes continue to drive cloud-native modernization 

initiatives, IT must provide developers with agile infrastructure that gives them 

more efficient ways to provision storage for their apps while ensuring the entire 

environment is secure and managed to policy. This requires S3 compatible, 

Kubernetes-compliant object storage which integrates seamlessly with CI/CD 

pipelines to accelerate application development and improve time-to-market.  

Dell ObjectScale: Software-defined object storage  

Dell ObjectScale meets these key requirements for developers and IT. Built with a 

software-defined, containerized architecture ObjectScale delivers enterprise-

class, high performance object storage in a Kubernetes-native package. 

ObjectScale empowers organizations to move faster and respond effectively to 

rapidly changing business needs. It provides DevOps teams the freedom to 

deploy and scale S3-compatible object storage to support modern data 

applications that drive your business while ensuring exceptional simplicity, 

manageability and reliability. 

ObjectScale: A modern architecture 
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Simplify software-defined: Provide DevOps teams with Kubernetes-native object storage in a software- 

defined architecture. 

Kubernetes-native: ObjectScale leverages the native orchestration capabilities of Kubernetes—scheduling, 
load-balancing, self-healing, resource optimization—to deliver enterprise-grade object storage in a simple, 
software-defined package. By running ObjectScale in your data center, you can provide S3-rich services on-
prem, helping you control shadow IT while freeing developers to support CI/CD processes and agile 
methodologies in a self-service manner via Kubernetes APIs. The end result is faster time-to-market, 
improved security, cost reduction and true data innovation. 

Ease of management: IT operators can manage billons of objects, thousands of object stores and petabytes 
of data with low overhead using a centralized, intuitive GUI and built-in reporting. Numerous RESTful 
management APIs also enable easy integration into existing management and directory solutions. Storage 
clusters can be deployed in minutes and pushed to production or decommissioned at any time with a few 
simple clicks. 

Intelligent workload sizing: ObjectScale makes use of an intelligent sizer tool to optimally configure the 
storage environment for your unique workload demands. Simply provide ObjectScale with key information 
such as capacity and the expected data growth rate and ObjectScale will automatically provision the right 
resources so you don’t have to guess. 

Power modern apps at scale: Support modern S3 workloads such as AI, analytics and media content. 

Limitless scale: Built on a scale-out architecture, ObjectScale clusters expand from a few terabytes to 
petabytes and beyond without limits on the number of object stores, buckets or objects stored. Because 
ObjectScale is software-defined, it’s easy to keep pace with exponential data growth, wherever it occurs. 
Clusters start as small as three nodes and scale into the 1000s. With ObjectScale, support workloads at public 
cloud-scale with the reliability and control of a private cloud infrastructure. 

S3 compatibility: S3 compatibility provides developers with a familiar set of APIs from which they can 
modernize existing workloads and design the next generation of enterprise applications. ObjectScale delivers 
on the latest S3 capabilities with ObjectScale Lock, IAM, Select, Event Notifications and ObjectScale 
Replication, enabling workloads previously built for the public cloud to run seamlessly in your data center. 

Next-gen apps: ObjectScale is the ideal data store for emerging workloads including big data analytics, IoT 
storage, media content delivery, artificial intelligence and machine learning due to its scalability, flexibility, and 
ease of use. Add high performance, all-flash storage to the mix and ObjectScale can fuel the most data-
hungry workloads with industry leading performance.  

Traditional workloads: ObjectScale serves as a cost-effective secondary storage tier, freeing up expensive 
primary storage and supporting traditional workloads. An ideal target for backups, long-term retention and 
tape replacement, ObjectScale features the scalability and security required to protect any amount of 
business-critical data. 

Secure your object data: Protect at scale with technology you can trust from the #1 in object security. 

Trusted technology: ObjectScale is built from the same codebase as Dell ECS and inherits its trusted, 
enterprise proven pedigree. As the leader in object security1 and the first provider to deliver a commercial 
CAS-based system: EMC Centera, Dell Technologies has decades of experience in unstructured data 
storage. In fact, Dell Technologies has been recognized as a Leader in Gartner’s distributed file systems and 
object storage Magic Quadrant for the 7th year running.2 

Global replication: ObjectScale Replication enables objects to be replicated anywhere you have an 
ObjectScale footprint, from the edge to a core data center. By replicating data across the environment, you 
can protect workloads from outages and share data with teams anywhere in the world. Native multi-tenancy 
provides resource isolation and secure access. Use ObjectScale Replication to fuel everything from dev/test 
sandboxes to globally distributed data lakes. 

Built-in security and data protection: With intrinsic security features such as data-at-rest-encryption, 
resource isolation, versioning, ObjectScale Lock and global identity and access management (IAM), 
ObjectScale safeguards data from cybersecurity threats, ransomware attacks and unwanted access. 
Numerous erasure coding schemes deliver fault tolerance that meets your unique data protection needs with 
low overhead. Advanced retention, indexing, replication and reporting features ensure data compliance. It’s 
enterprise-ready on day 1.
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Primary use cases 

ObjectScale supports a number of modern and traditional use cases. With rich S3 compatibiliy, enterprise-grade data 
protection features and a globally scalable architecture, ObjectScale is desgined to support data-intensive applications 
and workloads. 

Cloud-native web & mobile applications: ObjectScale is purpose-built for cloud-native applications. Featuring rich 
S3 compatibility for data access and Kubernetes APIs for container management, developers can integrate object 
stores into their CI/CD pipelines in a familiar, self-service manner, accelerating application development. Capable of 
scaling without limits, you can easily keep pace with data growth as applications expand in scope. ObjectScale 
Replication capabilities enable data to be distributed across any number of sites to promote fault tolerance and low-
latency access.   

Dev / Test: ObjectScale serves as the ideal sandbox for modern application development that requires S3. With 
automated provisioning and an integrated workload sizer, it’s easy to deploy object stores and buckets. Multi-tenancy 
provides resource isolation while identity and access management (IAM) policies enable secure data access. Using 
ObjectScale, you can stand up scratch object stores in minutes, decommission them when no longer needed, or push 
them to production with a few simple clicks. Easily share data across development teams for greater collaboration and 
productivity.  

Consolidated data lake: Store sensor telemetry, machine-generated logs and application data in an infinitely scalable, 
centralized data lake with ObjectScale. Deployable on all-flash or capacity-optimized media, you can choose the 
performance profile that best fits your workloads. Federate multiple sites together to eliminate data silos and provide 
anywhere access to data from edge to core. Tag objects to enhance analysis and make data more discoverable. 
Power data lake engines and analytics platforms from the likes of Cloudera, Dremio and Vertica. 

AI & ML: ObjectScale delivers performance at scale to support next-gen machine learning and artificial intelligence 
workloads, the next frontier for object storage. ObjectScale delivers datasets at high transfer rates to the most 
demanding CPU and GPU servers, exposing AI training algorithms to more data without introducing the complexity of 
HPC storage. Clusters can be scaled-out with ease to enhance performance and capacity linearly. Additionally, object 
tagging provides inference models with richer datasets from which to make smarter predictions.  

Analytics: Execute lightning-fast queries on a performant ObjectScale data lake to generate operational insights at the 
speed your business demands. With the ability to deploy on NVMe-based, all-flash drives, storage performance is no 
longer a bottleneck. Custom tags add additional context to data for greater discoverability and faster results. S3a 
enables Hadoop workloads to directly read and write data to ObjectScale, replacing the need for complex HDFS cluster 
management. 

Backup & archive: ObjectScale is a TCO-optimized S3 backup target and long-term archive. Featuring ObjectScale 
Lock for data immutability, data-at-rest-encryption (D@RE), global replication and erasure coding protection schemes, 
ObjectScale safeguards data from ransomware attacks and ensures resiliency from node or disk failures. With 
ObjectScale, everything from VMs to Microsoft Office 365 backups are secure and available. It’s business continuity at 
scale.

Dell Technologies Services for ObjectScale  

Customers can count on several choices to meet their support and deployment needs for ObjectScale. 

• Dell ProDeploy and ProDeploy Plus for Enterprise offers provide choice in remote or in-person installations.  

• Dell ProSupport and ProSupport Plus for Enterprise offers provide choice of collaborative or single source 
of support for eligible 3rd party software.   

• Dell Data Migration Services include a project manager and design experts who apply tools, methodologies 
and global best practices to move data securely and efficiently from Dell Technologies and third-party storage 
to new infrastructure. 
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Take the next step 

Please contact your Dell Technologies sales representative or authorized reseller to learn more about ObjectScale and 
how it can benefit your organization. Also check out the ObjectScale website for more information on how ObjectScale 
unlocks the value of unstructured data.  

 

1 Based on Dell analysis comparing cyber-security software capabilities offered for Dell ECS vs. competitive products, September 2022. 

2 Gartner, Inc. “Magic Quadrant™ for Distributed File Systems and Object Storage” by Julia Palmer, Jerry Rozeman, Chandra Mukhyala, Jeff Vogel, October 19, 2022. 
Gartner does not endorse any vendor, product or service depicted in its research publications, and does not advise technology users to select only those vendors with the 
highest ratings or other designation. Gartner research publications consist of the opinions of Gartner’s research organization and should not be construed as statements 
of fact. Gartner disclaims all warranties, express or implied, with respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. 
This graphic was published by Gartner, Inc. as part of a larger research document and should be evaluated in the context of the entire document. The Gartner document 
is available upon request from Dell Technologies. 

 

 

Learn more about 
ObjectScale solutions 

Connect with a Dell  
Technologies expert 

Join the conversation  

with #DellStorage 
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